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� Chromium migration from metallic interconnects was studied at 800 and 1000 �C in air.
� Structural changes of La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 cathode are produced by Cr3þ substitution.
� ASR of cells in contact with alloys increase after oxidation test.
� The half-cells assembled with Crofer 22 APU and Conicro 4023 W 188 showed the best results.
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a b s t r a c t

One of the most important issues related to the performance of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) is the
chromium poisoning of the perovskite-type materials used as cathodes by the gaseous chromium species
from metallic interconnects. In this study, powder mixtures of LSF40-Cr2O3 were heated at 800 �C and
1000 �C in air and were subsequently analysed by X-ray powder diffraction. For all the mixtures, the
crystallisation of SrCrO4 was observed. In addition, the degradation occurring between three alloys with
different compositions, Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188, as metallic interconnects and
La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF40) ceramic material as a cathode was studied. The results show significant chromium
deposition and the formation of SrCrO4, LaCrO3 and La2O3 that block the active LSF40 electrode surface
and degrade the stack (YSZ/SDC/LSF40/Interconnect) performance. LSF40 assembled with SS430
exhibited substantial Cr deposition. The deposition of the Cr species and the reaction with the LSF40
cathode is related to the composition of the oxide scales formed at each metallic interconnect and at the
same time is related to the composition of the alloys. The best results obtained were for the half-cell
(YSZ/SDC/LSF40) in contact with Conicro 4023 W 188 and Crofer 22 APU after heat treatment in air at
800 �C for 100 h.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The development of new electrolytes, electrodes and intercon-
nect materials for solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) is associated with
the reduction of the working temperature (600e800 �C) [1e3]. The
doped ABO3 perovskite family of compounds (A ¼ lanthanide
group; B ¼ transition metal group) have been extensively used as
SOFC cathodes. Pure electronic conducting perovskites such as Sr-
and Ca-doped lanthanum manganites have been conventionally
Martínez-Amesti), maribel.
used at 800e1000 �C with adequate performance. Currently, mixed
ioniceelectronic conductors (MIECs), such as La1�xSrxFeO3 (LSF),
La1�xSrxCoO3 (LSC), Ba1�xSrxCo0.8Fe0.2FeO3 (BSCF) or La1�xSrxCo1-
�yFeyO3 (LSCF), are being investigated because they provide high
power densities at lower temperatures [4e6]. However, several
studies have shown that iron-based perovskite cathodes react with
YSZ electrolyte and form poorly conducting secondary phases
which increases the contact resistance of the system. One solution
to avoiding the crystallisation of these phases is to include a
samaria-doped ceria (SDC) barrier layer between the LSF and YSZ to
avoid such reactivity [7,8]. However, several individual cells must
be connected in series to form a stack to obtain usable cell voltage
and power. Toward this end, interconnects that connect the anode
side of a single cell with the cathode side of the adjacent single cell
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are used; these interconnects act as a physical barrier to prevent
any contact between the reducing and oxidising atmospheres
[9,10].

Metallic alloys are currently being investigated as alternatives to
ceramic interconnect materials; such alloys would significantly
reduce the system cost. The ferritic stainless steels (FSSs) are the
most attractive materials for this application because they exhibit
high strength and good machinability and are inexpensive to
manufacture; they also exhibit high thermal expansion coefficients
(TECs) that closely match those of the electrode materials.
Moreover, several groups [11e13] have worked with Ni-, Fe- and
Co-based superalloys.

In general, superalloys exhibit low high-temperature creep and
high fatigue strengths as well as resistance to hot corrosion attack.
Cobalt superalloys generally exhibit better weldability, better
thermal-fatigue resistance and higher melting points than nickel-
and iron-based superalloys [14,15]. However, one problem related
to the degradation of SOFC stacks is chromium poisoning of the
cathode by the vaporisation of Cr2O3(s) from the surface of metallic
interconnects as CrO3 (gas) or CrO2(OH)2 (gas) [16e19].

The interaction between metallic interconnects and cathodes
such as LSC, LSM and LSCF in SOFCs has been extensively
investigated [20,21]. M. Yang et al. [22] investigated the influence of
chromium poisoning on the long-term stability of the oxygen
exchange kinetics of La0.6Sr0.4CoO3 (LSC40), which exhibits
asignificant decrease in its chemical oxygen surface enhancement
coefficient. S. P. Jiang et al. [23,24] observed that the gaseous Cr
species generated from FeeCr alloys can cause rapid performance
deterioration of LSM and LSCF cathodes toward the O2 reduction
reaction. In addition, they observed significant deposition of Cr
species on the cathode, resulting in the formation of strontium
chromium oxide columnar structures of SrCrO4 and Cr2O3.
However, La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF40), which exhibits high electronic and
oxide ion conductivities (~200 S cm�1) at high temperatures, has
been poorly studied as cathode with respect to its contact with
metallic materials [25,26].

The aim of this work was to extend previous degradation
analysis between LSF40 as cathode and the materials in contact
with used in solid oxide fuel cells systems. The improvement of
iron-based perovskites in contact with alloys used as interconnect
was carried out. The chemical stability and reactivity of
La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF40) perovskite in the presence of Cr2O3 at
different temperatures and in contact with three metallic in-
terconnects with different chemical compositions (Crofer 22 APU,
SS430 and Conicro 4023W 188) at 800 �C in air were conducted. In
addition, the electrochemical behaviour of YSZ/SDC/LSF40/inter-
connect stacks was tested after 100 h at 800 �C in air.

2. Experimental

The study was performed using two pre-oxidised FeeCr-based
alloys, Crofer 22 APU (Thyssenkrupp VDM) and SS430 (Hamilton
Precision Metals), and a Co-based superalloy, Conicro 4023 W 188
(Thyssenkrupp VDMGmbH), whichwere heated at 800 �C for 100 h
in air in a Carbolite furnace. The chemical compositions of the
starting alloys were analysed by inductively coupled plasma atomic
Table 1
Chemical composition of steel samples (in wt %), as determined by ICP-AES.

Cr Fe Ni W Co Mn

Crofer 22 APU 22.19 (2) 77.29 (1) e e e 0.52 (1)
SS430 16.77 (2) 82.79 (1) e e e 0.44 (2)
Conicro 4023 W

188
22.07 (1) 2.70 (1) 22.29 (1) 15.50 (2) 36.58 (1) 0.86 (1)
emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) on a Horiba Yobin Ybon Activa
spectrophotometer (Table 1).

The samples were oxidized in air at 800 �C for 100 h, as
described in Ref. [27].

The materials used in this research were Cr2O3 powder from
Sigma Aldrich; La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF40) powder as a cathode material
and (ZrO2)0.92(Y2O3)0.08 (YSZ) disks with a diameter of 25mm and a
thickness of 300 mm from NexTech, Fuel Cell Materials as an elec-
trolyte material; and Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 powder (SDC) from Praxair
Surface Technologies as an interlayer material between the cathode
and electrolyte.

For the chromium-poisoning cathode study, two experiments
were conducted. In the first experiment, the reactivity between the
LSF40 powders and the Cr2O3 powder was analysed. To this end,
LSF40 and Cr2O3 powders were mixed. The weight ratio between
the LSF40 cathode material and Cr2O3 was 6:1. To assure homo-
geneity, the powders were mixed with 220 g of 3 mm zirconia ball
media and 25 ml of acetone in a 100 cc vessel. The samples were
stirred at 125 rpm for 48 h and the solvent was subsequently
evaporated. The obtained powders were then used to prepare
pellets under a pressure of 6 tons for 1 min using a 13 mm diameter
die and 1 g of powder in a Specac uniaxial press. The pellets were
sintered in a conventional Carbolite tubular furnace at two different
temperatures, 800 and 1000 �C, for 5 h using a heating rate of
3 �C min�1.

In the second experiment, the chromium poisoning of sym-
metrical half-cells (LSF40/SDC/YSZ) by the metallic interconnect
was examined in the configuration shown in Fig. 1a. Symmetrical
half-cells were prepared following the procedure in Ref. [28].

For degradation studies, the samples were characterised by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) at room temperature using a PHILIPS
X'PERT PRO automatic diffractometer equipped with Cu Ka

radiation source (l ¼ 1.5418 Å). The power generator was set to
40 kV and 40 mA. The patterns were recorded in 2q steps of 0.026�

in the range of 20e80�. The preliminary identification of the
composition of the oxide surfaces was performed using the X'Pert
HighScore Software, version 2003. The diffraction data of the
samples were fitted by the Rietveld method using the FULLPROF
program [29e31].

The microstructure, compositional analysis and phase distribu-
tion of samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) on a JEOL JSM-7000F scanning electron microscope
equipped with a Schottky field-emission gun (FEG) and an Oxford
Inca Pentafet X3 energy-dispersive X-ray analyser. The operating
conditions for observing the microstructure using secondary elec-
tron signals (SEs) were an accelerating voltage of 5 kV and a current
intensity of 1.96 � 10�11 A. The compositional energy-dispersive
X-ray (EDX) microanalysis was performed using backscattered
electron signals (BSEs) at 20 kV and a current intensity of
5.7 � 10�10 A with a working distance of 10 mm.

For the cross-section analysis, the samples were embedded in an
epoxy resin, polished using standard metallographic techniques
and coated with a coal graphite layer (10 nm) deposited with a
Quorum Q150 T sputter coater to provide electrical conductivity.

In this study, the Cr content was very difficult to determine
using SEM analysis because the principal emission lines of Cr ka
(5.415 keV) overlap with the La Lb (5.385 keV) emission lines. To
confirm the presence or absence of Cr in cells in contact with
pre-oxidised alloys, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements were performed using an XPS spectrometer
(SPECS). All XPS spectra were acquired using a monochromatised
X-ray source producing Al Ka radiation (hn ¼ 1.486.6 eV) and were
recorded using a SPECS PHOIBOS 150 analyser. The take-off angle of
the photoelectrons was 90� with respect to the specimen. The
energy resolution was 0.6 eV. Individual high-resolution spectra



Fig. 1. Scheme of the setup for a) the degradation study and b) the ASR measurements.
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were taken at 40 eV. Binding energies (BEs) were calibrated against
the surface carbon contamination at 284.6 eV.

Finally, for the area-specific resistance (ASR) measurements,
symmetrical half-cells (LSF40/SDC/YSZ) with a reference electrode
area of 0.25 cm2 and pre-oxidised interconnects (Crofer 22 APU,
SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188) were stacked against each other. A
dead weight of 1 kg cm2 was placed on top of this pile to achieve
better electrical contact (Fig. 1b).

The electrical conductivity of the symmetrical cells was
measured using a current density of 0.3 A cm2 and the 3-point
technique in air at 800 �C for 100 h with a Solartron 1260
frequency response analyser.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Polycrystalline degradation study

Because the Cr2O3 is the most abundant oxide in the oxide scale
when the metallic interconnects are oxidised at 800 �C in air [27],
LSF40-Cr2O3 mixtures were prepared and sintered at 800 �C and
1000 �C for 5 h in air to determine which phases crystallise and in
which proportion at the aforementioned temperatures. This study
was performed by XRD. Fig. 2 shows the room-temperature XRD
patterns of the mixtures treated in air at three temperatures: 25,
800 and 1000 �C.

After the heat treatment, the LSF40-Cr2O3 mixtures contained
additional phases as SrCrO4, SrO and SrFe12O19. The decrease in
intensity of the diffraction maxima of the LSF40 cathode material
with increasing temperature is due to the partial decomposition of
the initial material and the appearance of new phases that resulted
from the reactivity with Cr2O3. To determine the exact proportion
of each compound at different processing temperatures, we refined
all of the X-ray diffraction patterns using the Rietveld method. The
full-profile refinements of the mixtures were performed starting
from the atomic coordinates of each phase taken from the Inorganic
Fig. 2. Room-temperature X-ray powder diffraction patterns of LSF40 powder, Cr2O3 powd
800 �C and (3) 1000 �C 0 for 5 h in air.
Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) [32].
Fig. 3 shows the full-profile refinements obtained by Rietveld

fittings of the XRD profiles of the mixtures of LSF40 and Cr2O3
processed at different temperatures. The Rietveld refinements with
structural models were approached using the strategy of fixing
known values and refining meaningful variables that affect the
intensity of the XRD patterns: (1) the scale factor that let us
quantify the weight proportion of each phase; (2) the positional
parameters (X, Y and Z); (3) the zero point of the detector; (4) the
peak shape; (5) the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) and (6)
the asymmetry parameters.

Fig. 3 shows a good agreement between the structural model
and the experimental data. The resulting Rietveld analysis (Table 2)
demonstrated that, in both heat-treatment cases (800 �C and
1000 �C for 5 h in air), LSF40 reacts with Cr2O3 to form SrCrO4 as a
consequence of the Sr reaction of the LSF40 cathode towards Cr2O3.
In addition, for samples sintered at 1000 �C, new phases were
observed, such as SrO and SrFe12O19. Striker et al. [33] have
confirmed that the strontium hexaferrite phase (SrFe12O19)
crystallises only at high temperatures.

3.2. Cell degradation study

To understand the diffusion processes between LSF40 and
metallic interconnects (Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W
188), we assembled symmetrical half-cells (LSF40/SDC/YSZ) with
pre-oxidised alloys. The chemical compatibility and contact elec-
trical resistance between the components were investigated at
800 �C for 100 h in air. The room temperature X-ray diffraction
patterns of the top of the cells were obtained in air after they were
contacted with the alloys (Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro
4023 W 188) (Fig. 4).

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the cells confirm the interaction
between the LSF40 cathode and the metallic interconnects (Crofer
22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188). In addition to the peaks
er and the 6LSF40 þ 1Cr2O3 mixtures treated at different temperatures (1) 25 �C, (2)



Fig. 3. Full-profile refinements for the 6LSF40 þ 1Cr2O3 mixtures at room temperature; the samples were heated at 800 �C or 1000 �C for 5 h in air.

Table 2
Proportion of secondary phases calculated by X-ray full profile refinement at
different temperatures for (LSF40-Cr2O3) mixtures.

Phases (space group) (N�PDF) 25 �C 800 �C, 5 h 1000 �C, 5 h

La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (R-3c) (83e1961) 91.29 (4) 87.59 (6) 87.03 (1)
Cr2O3 (R-3c) (38e1479) 8.71 (7) 6.18 (7) 0.14 (1)
SrCrO4 (P21/n) (36e0093) e 6.23 (4) 10.36 (6)
SrO(Fm-3m) (06e0520) e e 1.12 (5)
SrFe12O9 (P63/mmc) (72e0739) e e 1.35 (4)
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observed in the XRD patterns of the materials that compose the
cells (LSF40, SDC and YSZ), additional peaks are also observed in the
patterns.

The qualitative analyses revealed the presence of new phases,
Fig. 4. Room-temperature X-ray diffraction patterns of cells (YSZ/SDC/LSF40) in contact with
800 �C for 100 h in air. The X-ray diffraction patterns of the cell surfaces after oxidation at
including SrCrO4, LaCrO3, La2O3 and the LSF40 cubic phase, in all
cases. The intensities of these diffraction maxima are greater in the
case of Crofer 22 APU and SS430 than in the case of Conicro 4023W
188.

In contrast with previous XRD analyses, our XRD analysis of the
cells did not indicate the presence of Cr2O3, SrO or SrFe12O19
because these secondary phases crystallise at high temperatures.
However, the microstructure and composition of LSF40 surfaces in
contact with the threemetallic interconnects (Crofer 22 APU, SS430
and Conicro 4023 W 188) was evaluated using SEM. Fig. 5 shows
the surface microstructure and themicroanalysis at different points
of the cells (LSF40/SDC/YSZ) in contact with alloys after oxidation at
800 �C for 100 h in air.

The EDX qualitative analysis (Fig. 5) indicated the existence of
Crofer 22 APU (cell 1), SS430 (cell 2) and Conicro 4023 W 188 (cell 3) after oxidation at
800 �C for 100 h in air are included for reference.



Fig. 5. Changes in the surface microstructure, as measured by secondary electrons (SE) signals and EDX analyses at different points of (YSZ/SDC/LSF40) cells in contact with Crofer 22 APU (1), SS430 (2) and Conicro 4023 W 188 (3) after
oxidation at 800 �C in air for 100 h. The acquisition parameters for the points were as follows: 20 kV, 25% dead time, and 100 s/point. MEB-FEG micrograph and EDX analysis of the LSF40 surface are included for reference.
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the Cr Ka and Cr Kb emission peaks in all of the cells in contact with
Crofer 22 APU (cell 1), SS430 (cell 2) and Conicro 4023 W 188
(cell 3). Grain 4 for cell 1, grain 3 for cell 2 and grain 2 for cell 3
contain greater amounts of Cr and Sr compared to the other par-
ticles, resulting in the formation of the SrCrO4 phase, in good
agreement with the XRD analysis results. In addition, these grains
exhibit a different morphology. A similar composition was also
observed in other particles; however, the intensity of Cr was rela-
tively lower.

To determine the Cr deposition and migration along the LSF40
cathode, an elemental distribution map analysis was performed on
the cross-section of the cells in contact with the alloys (Crofer 22
APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188) after the cells were oxidised
in air at 800 �C for 100 h (Fig. 6).

BSE SEM images revealed that the Cr content in LSF40 was
greater in cells that were in contact with the ferritic stainless steels
(Crofer 22 APU and SS430). The Cr and Sr exhibited very similar
distributions along the LSF40 cathode layer, which means that the
Sr and Cr were together forming the SrCrO4 oxide observed by XRD.
This oxide formed primarily on the LSF40 surface. However, the cell
in contact with Conicro 4023 W 188 exhibited less Cr migration
along the LSF40 cathode. Moreover, Cr deposits were observed
along the SDC interlayer as Cr2O3 oxide.

To confirm the presence of Cr along the cathode layer, we
compared the experimental and reconstructed spectra, taking into
account that the principal emission peak of Cr Ka (5.415 keV)
overlaps the La Ka (5.385 keV) emission peak. The INCA350
software from Oxford was used to reconstruct the spectra. Fig. 7
shows the experimental spectrum and the reconstructed
spectrum for cells (1e3) considering that Cr is not present.

A comparison of the experimental and reconstructed spectra
reveals that the Cr Ka (5.415 keV) and Cr Kb (5.947 keV) energy
Fig. 6. Cross-sectional BSE images and the corresponding EDX elemental dis
peaks in the experimental spectra indicate the presence of Cr in the
cells (1e3). However, to verify the Cr poisoning on the LSF40
cathode material with greater precision, the surfaces of the cells in
contact with alloys were investigated by XPS. Fig. 8 presents the
survey XPS spectra of the LSF40 in cells in contact with the metallic
materials.

According to these results, the LSF40 surfaces in contact with
the three alloys (Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188)
containedmainly La, Sr, Fe and O, as well as a small amount of Cr. All
of the core-level intensities were corrected for XPS sensitivity
factors and were plotted as a function of the binding energy (BE).
The resulting plots indicated the presence of Cr in all of the
samples.

Fig. 9 presents a comparison of the high-resolution XPS spectra
for the La (3d), Cr (2p), Sr (3d) and O (1s) observed in the cells in
contact with alloys.

The La-3d XPS spectrum showed two doublets. The La-3d states
in the XPS spectra are split not only because of a spin-orbit
interaction into two lines 3d5/2 and 3d3/2, but each line is
additionally split because of a transfer of an electron from oxygen
ligands to the La-4f orbital. The observed two doublets can be
assigned to two different lanthanum oxides. A doublet near the BEs
of 833.7 eV and 850.0 eV, corresponding to La2O3 and another near
of 835.8 eV and 855.0 eV, corresponding to LaxOy, which can be
assigned to the LSF40 and LaCrO3 phases [34,35].

The Cr-2p XPS spectra contain a doublet whose binding energies
are 579.0 and 589.3 eV, which can be assigned to the Cr6þ species.
However, the lower-BE positions of 576.5 and 586.6 eV correspond
to Cr3þ. The þ6 valence state of the Cr ion indicates the existence of
phases such as CrO3 or SrCrO4 [36e38]. The Sr-3d and O-1s XPS
spectra each show one main emission line at approximately 135.8
and 529.5 eV, respectively. The Sr-3d XPS spectra indicate similar
tribution map of cells in contact with alloys at 800 �C in air for 100 h.



Fig. 7. Experimental and reconstructed EDX spectra of cells (1e3) after oxidation at 800 �C for 100 h.
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results for cells 1 and 2; these peaks were accompanied by a small
shoulder peak due to the presence of a doublet at approximately
133.6 eV. In addition, some differences were noted in the O-1s and
Sr-3d spectra of cells in contact with SS430; these differences were
due to the greater amount of SrCrO4 [39,40].

Finally, to evaluate the influence of the formed solid solution
phases at the cathode material, the electrical performance of the
cells was measured after 100 h at 800 �C in air. Fig. 10 shows the
ASR as a function of time at 800 �C in air for selected metallic
materials used as interconnects and for the resulting cell (LSF40/
SDC/YSZ).

The electrochemical results show that cells that were in contact
with ferritic stainless steels (Crofer 22 APU and SS430) gave the
highest ASR values, whereas the contact constructed of a Co-based
superalloy (Conicro 4023 W 188) led to the lowest contact
resistance after heat treatment. The values of the electrical
resistance for the system with Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and
Conicro 4023W 188 increased to 0.772, 0.354 and 0.098U cm2 after
100 h, respectively. The overall ASR values were determined by the
initial ASR (0 h) and the change in ASR over time (100 h), both of
which depend primarily on the electronic and ionic conductivity of
the oxidation resistance of the substrate metal, the oxide subscale
properties and possible interfacial interactions between the cell
and the metallic materials.

The increased resistance may be due to the presence of
secondary phases, such as SrCrO4, La2O3 and LaCrO3, which exhibit
minor electrical conductivity. However, the ASR value of the cell
assembled with the Conicro 4023 W 188 decreased after 20 h
because of the formation of (Co, Cr, Mn)3O4 between the cell and
superalloys, which increased the electrical conductivity [27].
(Co, Cr, Mn)3O4 is more electrically conductive than the (Fe, Cr,
Mn)3O4 spinel phase formed in ferritic stainless steels (Crofer 22
APU and SS430).

The ASR values of cells assembled with Crofer 22 APU, SS430
and Conicro 4023 W 188 are 1.76, 1.85 and 1.63 U cm2, respectively,
after oxidation for 100 h. The increase in the ASR value of cell 2 (in
contact with SS430) is attributed to increased chromium poisoning
of the LSF40.



Fig. 8. XPS spectra of cell (YSZ/SDC/LSF40) surfaces in contact with interconnects (Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188) after oxidation at 800 �C for 100 h in air.
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Taking into account the obtained results and the results of
several previously published reports [41], we concluded that the
deposition of Cr species in the system (LSF40/SDC/YSZ/Intercon-
nect) is significant under SOFC operating conditions, as shown in
Fig. 11.

The SrCrO4 phase can be produced by two mechanisms: solid-
phase diffusion and vapour deposition of volatile Cr species from
metallic interconnects. In both mechanisms, the nucleation agent is
identified to be SrO that exists and/or has been segregated at the
surface of the LSF40 cathode. The SrCrO4 solid-state diffusion
deposition mechanism can be expressed to according to Eq. (1):
3SrOðsÞ þ
�
M;Cr6þ

�
3
O4ðsÞ þ 19=2 O2ðgÞ/3SrCrO4ðsÞ þ 3=2 M2O3ðsÞ (1)
The oxide scale formed in the studied alloys (Crofer 22 APU,
SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188) consisted mainly of chromia
(Cr2O3) and a spinel phase with an (M, Cr)3O4 composition, where
M represents Fe, Mn and/or Co [27]. The interaction between SrO
and the (M, Cr6þ)3O4 spinel phase would lead to the formation of
SrCrO4 and a M2O3 oxide, where M is Fe, Mn and/or Co. However, in
the case of SrCrO4 formation by vapour deposition of Cr species, the
mechanism can be represented according to Eqs. (2) and (3):

Cr2O3 (s) þ 3/2 O2 (g) / 2CrO3 (g) (2)

CrO3 (g) þ SrO (s) / SrCrO4 (s) (3)

Volatile Cr gaseous species, such as CrO3, are produced by vapor-
isation of Cr2O3 oxide from the interconnects (Eq. (2)). The SrCrO4
phase is identified by the reaction between CrO3 (g) and SrO (Eq. (3)).

SrCrO4 is non-conductive and its formation leads to decreases in
both the cathode conductivity and the cathode porosity. In addi-
tion, the LaCrO3 substitution reaction always competes with the
SrCrO4 precipitation reaction. LaCrO3 can be formed by solid-phase
reaction between Cr2O3 from the oxide scale of alloys and La2O3
(Eq. (4)) and/or by the reaction between the LSF40 cathode and
CrO3 (g) (Eq. (5)):



Fig. 9. High-resolution XPS spectra of (a) La 3d, Cr 2p, Sr 3d5/2 and O 1s in cell (YSZ/SDC/LSF40) surfaces in contact with interconnects (Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W
188) after oxidation at 800 �C for 100 h in air.
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La2O3 (s) þ Cr2O3 (s) / LaCrO3 (s) (4)

(La, Sr)FeO3 þ CrO3 (g) / LaCrO3 (s) þ y (La, Sr)FeO3 (5)
The formation of LaCrO3 is difficult to verify because its lattice
parameters are similar to those of the LSF40 cathode. This degra-
dation of cells can be induced by a partial symmetry change of the
trigonal form of the (La, Sr)FeO3 cathode material to orthorhombic



Fig. 10. ASR measurements of cells (YSZ/SDC/LSF40) with Crofer 22 APU (1), SS430 (2)
and Conicro 4023 W 188 (3) at 800 �C for 100 h in air.
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LaCrO3. In addition, LaCrO3 substitution reaction always competes
with the SrCrO4 precipitation process. The formation of SrCrO4 is
thermodynamically favoured in cathodes that contain less-stable
tetravalent ions (Fe4þ or Co4þ) [42].

In contrast, substitution in the SDC interlayer is not possible
because of the different atomic radii of Cr3þ (0.62 Å), Ce4þ (1.14 Å)
and Sm3þ (1.24 Å). Therefore, Cr2O3 is deposited at the TPB (Fig. 11).
Chemical deposition of Cr2O3 can occur and is affected by the
substratematerial, whichmay be due to the thermodynamic and/or
catalytic properties of the cathode material [43,44].

Taking into account the results and the proposedmechanisms of
chromium diffusion, we conclude that the deposition of the Cr
species and the reaction with the LSF40 cathode is related to the
composition of the oxide scale at each interconnect. The oxide
scales in Crofer 22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188 consist of
two oxide layers: a (Fe,Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel top layer and an inner
(Cr2O3) chromia layer. Moreover, a (Co,Cr,Mn)3O4 spinel layer
appears on top in the case of Conicro 4023 W 188. LSF40 reacts
more with SS430 thanwith Crofer 22 APU and Conicro 4023W 188
because its oxide scale consists primarily of Cr2O3, which is less
electrically conducting; furthermore, SS430 has a lower oxidation
resistance, which results in the formation of greater amounts of Cr
species at the LSF40 surface.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the deposition of different
Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of Cr poisoning in the system (LSF40/SDC/YSZ/
Interconnect).
compositions of Cr species in La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF40) when it is in
contact with chromia (Cr2O3) and three metallic materials (Crofer
22 APU, SS430 and Conicro 4023 W 188).

The reactivity of LSF40-Cr2O3 depends on the sintering tem-
perature and the formation of the SrCrO4 phase is observed after
oxidation at 800 �C or 1000 �C in air. At 1000 �C, the additional
formation of SrO and SrFe12O19 phases was observed because of the
partial decomposition of the initial LSF40 cathode. The amount of
SrCrO4 phase formed is greater in the case of the LSF40 cathode
deposited on ferritic stainless steels, SS430, which exhibits greater
Cr vaporisation.

XRD and XPS analysis confirmed the interaction between the
cell (YSZ/SDC/LSF40) and the metallic interconnects and allowed
the crystallised secondary phases to be identified as a consequence
of the Cr vaporisation or migration. The Cr deposition and the
formation of SrCrO4, LaCrO3 and La2O3 can block the active LSF40
electrode surface and degrade the stack (YSZ/SDC/LSF40/Intercon-
nect) performance. Small amounts of Cr phases appeared on the
LSF40 cathode assembled with Conicro 4023 W 188. Moreover, the
stack formed for YSZ/SDC/LSF40/Conicro 4023 W 188 exhibited the
best results during the ASR tests because of the greater oxidation
resistance of the Co-based superalloy and the greater electrical
conductivity of its oxide scale formed between the cell and alloy.

The deposition of the Cr species and the reactionwith the LSF40
cathode is related to the composition of the oxide scales formed at
each metallic interconnect and at the same time is related to the
composition of the alloys. Iron-based perovskites have a better
behaviour when they are in contact with low iron content alloys
and with content on other elements as cobalt.
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